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The 48th Pondoland Marine Protected Area boat-based fish monitoring field trip 

 

Jade’s cracker Jason’s smoothhound Rods bending! Gareth’s flapnose 

    
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
The 48th Pondoland Marine Protected Area (MPA) fish monitoring field trip was undertaken from 21-22 
January 2020. This project primarily uses controlled research fishing and tagging as part of ORI’s ongoing 
investigation into the effectiveness of this MPA. ORI senior scientist, Bruce Mann led the team, which 
consisted of Vusi Mthembu (ORI Field Officer), Gareth Jordaan (ORI Tagging Officer), Jason Haxton (Sea World 
Collections Officer) and Jade Maggs (guest angler and ex-ORI scientist).  
 
CONTROLLED FISHING SURVEY 

Overall, 83 fish (73%) were caught in the no-take area (Figure 1), which amounted to 8.9 fish caught per angler 
per hour. In the exploited area, only 31 fish (27%) were caught amounting to 3.4 fish caught per angler per 
hour. This was after the same amount of fishing effort in both areas in two successive days of fishing with very 
similar weather conditions. We recorded 8 fish species in the no-take area and 10 species in the exploited 
area. Species composition was dominated by slinger (24), Natal seacatfish (21) and scotsman (21) in the no-
take area, while catches in the exploited area were dominated by scotsman (5), Natal seacatfish (5) and blue 
emperor (5). As usual, the average size of fish caught was generally much larger in the no-take area. The 
biggest fish caught during the trip included a big female smoothhound of 1480 mm TL (14.6 kg) caught by 
Jason, a black musselcracker of 668 mm FL (8.5 kg) and a yellowbelly of 630 mm TL (4.5 kg), both caught by 
Jade. Jason also got a nice scotsman of 665 mm FL (5.1 kg) and a big catface rockcod of 665 mm TL (3.7 kg). 
Jason and Gareth both caught big female flapnose houndsharks which measured 1160 and 1130 mm TL 
respectively (both ~6 kg). Jade was the top angler on the trip in terms of catch rate but only because he just 
fished for one day in the no-take area (Table 1). Vusi did extremely well for a novice angler. 
 
Table 1. Individual results of the four anglers participating in the 48th Pondoland MPA fish monitoring field trip 
from 21-22 January 2020.  
 

 
Jason 

Haxton 
Jade 

Maggs 

Gareth 
Jordaan 

Vusi 
Mthembu 

Total 

Hours fished 6.1 1.8 4.3 6.1 18.3 

Fish tagged 24 8 2 17 51 

Recaptures 5 5 4 4 18 

Smalls/Non-tag spp 10 10 15 10 45 

Total 39 23 21 31 114 

CPUE (fish/angler/hour) 6.39 12.78 4.88 5.08 6.23 
 

Highlights: 114 fish caught, 13 species, 51 fish tagged, 18 fish recaptured, 45 non-tagging fish 

Exploited area: 3.4 fish per angler per hour; No-take area: 8.9 fish per angler per hour 
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TAGGING  
A total of 51 fish were tagged overall with 36 tagged in the no-take area and 15 in the exploited area. 
Scotsman was the most common species tagged (n=21), followed by slinger (n=7) and black musselcracker 
(n=7).  Over the two days we recaptured a remarkable 18 fish with 12 coming from the no-take area and 6 
recaptures from the exploited area. The 18 recaptures included 5 scotsmen, 4 catface rockcod, 2 yellowbelly 
rockcod, 2 slinger, 2 black musselcracker, 2 flapnose houndsharks and 1 Natal seacatfish (Table 2). The fish 
with the greatest distance moved was a scotsman that moved 446 m in the Mtentu sampling area. All other 
recaptures moved less with the average distance being a mere 196 m from where they were originally tagged. 
This indicates the high level of residency of most reef fish. The fish with the longest time at liberty were two 
yellowbelly rockcod both of which had been free for a remarkable 2371 days (6.5 years) and one of them has 
been recaptured no less than 6 times! 
 
Table 2. Recaptures taken during the 48th Pondoland MPA field trip from 21-22 January 2020. 
 

Tag no. Species Tag date Recap date 
No. of 
recaps 

Days 
free 

Tag 
length 

Recap 
length 

Growth Tag reef Recap reef Distance (m) 

D156766 YRCD 25/07/2013 21/01/2020 6 2371 415 520 105 MKA MKA 108 

D203357 PNSK 15/01/2019 21/01/2020 1 371 379 415 36 MKA MKA 164 

D203001 SCTS 10/01/2018 21/01/2020 1 741 495 621 126 MKA MKA 306 

D165471 BRBL 16/04/2014 21/01/2020 2 2106 455 472 17 MKA MKA 193 

D203490 SCTS 09/04/2019 21/01/2020 2 287 390 410 20 MKA MKA 79 

D203295 SLNG 16/10/2018 21/01/2020 1 462 362 380 18 MKA MKA 301 

D203554 SLNG 25/10/2019 21/01/2020 1 88 355 355 0 MKA MKA 255 

A131797 YRCD 25/07/2013 21/01/2020 2 2371 435 630 195 MKA MKA 21 

D203040 SCTS 10/01/2018 21/01/2020 1 741 549 570 21 MTE MTE 446 

D203409 SCTS 15/01/2019 21/01/2020 1 371 536 545 9 MTE MTE 79 

D165592 PNSK 02/07/2014 21/01/2020 1 2029 305 455 150 MTE MTE 54 

A131814 SCTS 25/10/2019 21/01/2020 1 88 595 590 -5 MTE MTE 397 

D203249 CRCD 20/07/2018 22/01/2020 1 551 394 467 73 MNY MNY 77 

D203340 QCSH 17/10/2018 22/01/2020 1 462 1150 1160 10 MNY MNY 340 

D203249 CRCD 20/07/2018 22/01/2020 2 551 394 467 73 MNY MNY 77 

D165907 QCSH 16/07/2015 22/01/2020 1 1651 855 1130 275 MNY MNY 176 

D203536 CRCD 10/04/2019 22/01/2020 2 287 600 665 65 CAS CAS 92 

D203541 CRCD 10/04/2019 22/01/2020 1 287 389 435 46 CAS CAS 367 

 
BRBL = Natal seacatfish    CAS = Casino 
CRCD = Catface rockcod    MKA = Mkambati 
PNSK = Black musselcracker/Poenskop  MNY = Mnyameni   
QCSH = Flapnose houndshark   MTE = Mtentu 
SCTS = Scotsman     
SLNG = Slinger 
YRCD = Yellowbelly rockcod    
 
Since our last field trip in October 2019, we have had six very exciting recaptures reported to us by members 
of the angling public. The first one was a slinger that we tagged off Mtentu on the 19 July 2018 and was 
recaptured by Boet Badehorst off St Lucia on 31 October 2019. This fish moved a remarkable 408 km and was 
free for 469 days. The second one was a yellowtail that we tagged off Mkambati on 10 February 2016 and was 
recaptured by Brett Bartho off Port Edward on the 21 November 2019. This fish moved a minimum of 30 km (it 
probably travelled a lot further) and was free for 1380 days. The third fish was another slinger that we tagged 
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off Mkambati on 16 October 2018 and was recaptured by Jan du Plessis off Zinkwazi on the 26 November 
2019. This fish also moved a remarkable 271 km and was free for 406 days. The fourth recapture reported to 
us was a catface rockcod that we tagged off Mnyameni on the 11 January 2018 that was recaptured by Riekert 
Coetzee off Red Sands on the 2 January 2020. This fish had only moved about 6 km and was free for 721 days. 
The fifth recapture was a scotsman that we tagged off Mkambati on 24 April 2018 and was recaptured by 
Francois van der Merwe off the Mtamvuna River on the 19 December 2019. This fish had moved 29 km and 
was free for 604 days. The sixth recapture was another scotsman that we tagged off Mkambati on 19 July 2018 
and was re-caught by Boet badenhorst off St Lucia on the 14 January 2020. This fish moved a remarkable 413 
km and was free for 544 days. Nearly all these recaptures provide clear evidence of fish moving out of the no-
take zone into fished areas (i.e. spillover) and they also provide evidence that larger adult fish of many species 
move northwards up the KZN coast in order to spawn. The lack of reproductively active slinger and scotsmen 
on the lower KZN south coast has always puzzled scientists and only now are we starting to see a pattern 
emerging where some of these fish move northwards as adults, presumably to spawn in warmer waters in the 
northern parts of their distribution. This information is extremely important for the future management of 
these species. We are very grateful to members of the angling public who report recaptured fish to us as this 
information greatly assists with our research.   
 
ACOUSTIC MONITORING 

During this field trip we managed to tag our fourth big black musselcracker with an acoustic tag. This fish was 
caught by Jade in the Mkambati sampling area and measured 668 mm FL. We also tagged our first two 
flapnose houndsharks with acoustic tags. Both these sharks were caught in the Mnyameni sampling area and 
interestingly they were both recaptures that we had previously tagged with dart tags. They were released 
reasonably close to our underwater receiver, so hopefully they will be able to provide us with some useful 
movement data.  
   
MPA EVALUATION 

Since April 2006 (with a break between 2016-2017), we have conducted extensive monitoring in the 
Pondoland MPA using multiple methods including research fishing, tag-recapture, underwater visual census, 
baited remote underwater video and monitoring movements of fish tagged with acoustic transmitters. From 
this research, it is very clear that the Pondoland MPA no-take area is providing an important refuge for many 
overexploited fish species. Many popular linefish species such as scotsman, slinger, yellowbelly rockcod, black 
musselcracker, etc. are much more abundant and of a greater size in the no-take area than in the adjacent 
exploited area. Some species such as black musselcracker are known to spawn in this area and the increase in 
juvenile black musselcracker in the exploited area reported by local ski-boat anglers bears testimony to the 
potential of the no-take area to seed adjacent areas. Similarly, over time we have seen several adult fish 
species, especially scotsmen and slinger leaving the no-take area and moving northwards up the coast 
presumably to spawn in warmer waters. This provides further evidence of spillover from the MPA, which is 
helping to enhance fish populations in the exploited areas along our coast.   
 
During the past few years, we have had a few of reports of boats poaching in the MPA. While it is difficult to 
apprehend such perpetrators, vigilance by law-abiding ski-boaters on the water and regular communication 
with the relevant law enforcement officers stationed in the area (i.e. staff from both the Eastern Cape Parks 
and Tourism Agency and Fisheries Compliance Officers from the Department of Environment, Forestry and 
Fisheries), is providing some deterrent.   
 
FUTURE OUTLOOK 

ORI has signed a three-year contract (2018-2020) with the Department of Environment, Forestry and Fisheries 
(DEFF) to continue monitoring the effectiveness of the Pondoland MPA. During this period, we will continue to 
monitor the fish populations in the MPA using the methods described above. We will also continue to invite 
guest anglers to participate in the project with us to help increase awareness and to develop a greater sense of 
custodianship for the MPA.  
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Tight lines,  
Bruce Mann (Senior scientist: Oceanographic Research Institute) 
bruce@ori.org.za  
 
 
 

 

Figure 1: Map of the Pondoland MPA on the Eastern Cape coast of South Africa showing four 2-km2 study sites. 
A similar amount of time is spent bottom-fishing in each block using barbless circle-hooks during each field trip 
and all fish are released unharmed. 
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